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Abstract
Goal-driven autonomy (GDA) agents can change
their goals as needed. They are designed for
dynamic, open, and partially observable environments. In this paper we study the formalization
of goal-driven autonomy agents operating in these
kinds of environments, with the assumption that
agents have the capability to sense the environment
with some associated costs. We examine goaldriven autonomy agents that operate in these domains, considering multiple approaches to select
which subset of the agent’s sensing actions (given
an associated cost) to execute. The contributions of
this work are the following: (1) a complexity analysis of the problem, (2) improvements over previous goal-driven autonomy to decide which sensing
actions to perform and (3) empirical results demonstrating the improvement of these new approaches.
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fies the goal reasoning process by requiring that at least one
goal among a set of goals G is achieved.
Research on goal-driven autonomy combines planning
and execution and the capability of the agent to change its
goals [Muñoz-Avila et al., 2010b; Molineaux et al., 2012;
Weber, 2012]. The end result is a plan (combining planning
and sensing actions) that achieves some set of goals. The
guiding sensing problem explicitly considers costs (i.e., sensing costs) and thus introduces quality considerations into the
GDA research.
An optimal solution to the guiding sensing problem can
only be known in hindsight, since the environment’s dynamics (e.g., the probability that certain events will take place)
are not known and may change as the agent is acting in the
environment.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We provide a complexity analysis of the guiding sensing
problem, showing it to have a lower bound complexity
PSPACE-hard.

Introduction

Autonomous agents face difficulties in environments that are
dynamic and partially observable. We look at this problem from the perspective of goal-driven autonomy (GDA)
agents, which may decide to change their goals in response
to changes in the environment [Muñoz-Avila et al., 2010a;
Molineaux et al., 2010]. The actions an agent takes are likely
to be different depending on the agent’s goals. In environments that are partially observable, the agent may not be able
to directly observe all information in the state. Since some of
this information is relevant for deciding which goal to pursue,
we consider agents endowed with sensing capabilities. Sensing often comes at a cost, and therefore the aim of this work
is to minimize sensing cost during the GDA process.
A formal representation of this problem has been described
in [Dannenhauer et al., 2016] as the guiding sensing problem.
Briefly, this is a formalism of agents described above. We will
re-formulate this problem in Section 2 below. Informally, the
guiding sensing problem aims to generate solutions that minimize the sensing costs. Unlike POMDPs, we don’t assume
that the dynamics of the environment are known. Researchers
have pointed out that in many domains knowing information
about probability distributions of events is unfeasible [Brenner and Nebel, 2006]. Furthermore, the formalization simpli-
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• We introduce new approaches for expectations that vary
the frequency at which sensing occurs.
• We empirically evaluate these new approaches against
previous approaches to sensing in the partially observable and dynamic domain Marsworld.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we reformulate the guiding sensing problem (originally described
in [Dannenhauer et al., 2016]). Section 3 gives a complexity
analysis of the guiding sensing problem. Section 4 discusses
new approaches to solving the guiding sensing problem. Section 5 discusses related work including a discussion of our
re-formulation of the guiding sensing problem compared to
[Dannenhauer et al., 2016]. Section 6 describes experimental
evaluations and Section 7 concludes the paper with a discussion of future work.
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The Guiding Sensing Problem

We re-formulate the guiding sensing problem (GSP), originally stated in [Dannenhauer et al., 2016]. In the GSP formalism, the collection of actions Σ are divided into two disjoint collections: Σplan , the planning actions, and Σsense , the
sensing actions.

A planning action a ∈ Σplan consists of the usual triple,
(prec(a), a+ , a− ) indicating the preconditions, positive effects and negative effects of a. Planning actions indicate actions in the domain such as moving the agent to a neighboring
location from its current location.
Sensing actions are used to sense all conditions that can be
satisfied by sensing in the environment. For every condition
τ that may be satisfied in the environment, we define a sensing action γτ ∈ Σsense . In particular, for every effect e of
an action, there is a unique condition τe for that effect. For
example, if e = “beacon 55 is activated”, then γτe is the execution of the sensing action to check if beacon 55 is indeed
activated. When a sensing action is performed the current
partial state is updated accordingly.
Each sensing action γτ has an associated cost, c(γτ ). The
cost sensing function c : Σsense → R≥0 returns a nonnegative number for each sensing action.
We are interested in agents acting in partially observable
and dynamic environments. If Q is the collection of all states
in the world, then a collection of atoms s is a partial state if
there is a state q ∈ Q such that s ⊆ q holds. We denote by S
the set of all partial states; if Q is finite, then S is finite too.
The 4-tuple input to the guiding sensing problem is defined
as (Σ, s0 , G, c). s0 denotes an initial partial state, and G denotes a collection of goals.
The guiding sensing problem is defined as follows: given
a guiding sensing problem (Σ, s0 , G, c), generate a sequence
of actions π = (a1 ...am ), each ak ∈ Σ, and a sequence of
partial states (s0 ...sm ) such that:
1. If πplan = (ak1 ...akn ) denotes the subsequence of all
planning actions in π (i.e., each akj ∈ Σplan ), then the
preconditions of each akj were valid in the environment
at the moment when akj was executed.
2. One or more goals g ∈ G hold in sm .
3. If πsense = (ak1 ...akz ) denotes the subsequence of all
sensing actions in π (i.e., each action in πsense is of the
form γτ () forP
some condition τ ), then the total sensing
n
cost C(π) = i=1 c(aki ) is minimal.
4. Sensing actions must occur between each pair of contiguous planning actions aki , aki+1 in πplan , one for
each effect e of aki .
Condition 1 guarantees that the actions taken while the
agent was acting in the environment were sound by checking if an action’s preconditions are valid before executing the
action.
Condition 2 guarantees that at least one of the goals is
achieved. It is a simplification of the goal-reasoning process
where agents can change its goals over time and as the circumstances of the environment change. For a formalization
of goal reasoning please see [Cox et al., 2017].
Condition 3 represents an ideal condition where the agent
minimizes the cost of sensing while achieving its goals. Condition 4 requires that each effect of a planning action committed to the plan is checked in the environment before committing to the next planning action.
Even though action’s costs are not explicitly included in the
model, as we are going to see in the next section our model

subsumes action’s costs.
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Complexity

Although the guiding sensing problem doesn’t explicitly consider actions’ costs, we are going to show that action costs
are subsumed in this formalization. We do by proving
that PLANMIN ≤p PLANSENSE. PLANMIN is the decision problem for generating plans of minimal length and
PLANSENSE is the decision problem for the guiding sensing problem. This implies that the guiding sensing problem
has a lower bound complexity of PSPACE-hard.
Definition. (PLANMIN) Given k ≥ 1 and a STRIPS planning problem Πplan = (Σplan , s0 , G), is there a solution plan
πplan for Πplan such that πplan has at most k steps?
Definition. (PLANSENSE) Given m ≥ 1 and a guiding
sensing problem Πsense = (Σ, s0 , G, c), is there a solution
plan π for Πsense such that C(π) ≤ m?
We define a polynomial-time reduction from PLANMIN to
PLANSENSE as follows: given Πplan = (Σplan , s0 , g), we
construct Πsense = (Σ, s0 , G, c) as follows:
1. We modify each planning action a ∈ Σplan by adding a
unique effect ea .
2. For each effect e of each planning action a ∈ Σplan we
define a unique sensing action γτe (this includes the effects added in Step 1). We define the collection of sensing actions as Σsense = {γτe | e is an effect of an action
a ∈ Σplan }.
3. The evaluation of γτe is always satisfied for every action
in Σsense .
4. We define Σ = Σplan ∪ Σsense
5. We define G = {g}.
6. For each effect e in each action a ∈ Σplan that was an
effect of the action prior to Step 1, we define c(γτe ) = 0.
For each effect e added in Step 1, we define c(γτe ) = 1
The following steps: (1) the modification in Step 1, (2) the
construction of Σsense in Step 2, and (3) the construction of
the cost function c in Step 6 are each linear on the number of
actions in Σplan .
In Step 3 we make each sensing action γτe always satisfied because we are simulating classical planning and, hence,
the effects of the actions are always satisfied following the
STRIPS assumption [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971].
The additional and unique effect ea added for each action
a in Step 1 and the cost function in Step 6, results in C(π)
counting the number of planning actions of any plan π solving
the guiding sensing problem.
Step 5 guarantees that g will be satisfied since Condition
2 of the guiding sensing problem requires that at least one
goal in G is satisfied. As a result, PLANMIN has a solution
plan of length at most k if and only if PLANSENSE has a
solution plan of cost at most m = k. Since the transformation
from Πplan = (Σplan , s0 , g) to Πsense = (Σ, s0 , G, c) is
polynomial, we conclude that Πplan ≤p Πsense .
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Computing Agent’s Expectations

GDA agents monitor their expectations against the observed
state checking for discrepancies. There are multiple ways to
compute an agent’s expectations (for a formal description see
[Dannenhauer et al., 2016]):
• No expectations. This is intended as a baseline. The
agent doesn’t check the effects of the actions executed
in the environment.
• Immediate expectations. Follows directly from Condition 4 of the guiding sensing problem: the agent checks
if the effects of each action are valid in the environment.
• Informed expectations. Cumulates the effects of the
actions performed so far. It takes into account that some
effects might be deleted by subsequent actions already
executed and hence the agent does not need to check for
those.
• State expectations. The agent checks each of the conditions the state.
We now introduce new ways to compute expectations
which improve upon informed expectations. A primary benefit of informed expectations is that it can be used for policy planners in which an agent decides what action to take
based on the current state (as opposed to generating a single
sequential non-branching plan beforehand). An underlying
assumption of informed expectations is that each action the
agent takes is relevant to later actions and/or the agent’s goal.
Informed expectations guarantee that the agent actually
achieves its goal when it believes it achieves its goal. Prior
experiments from [Dannenhauer et al., 2016] regarding informed expectations measured goal achievement, in these
new approaches presented here, we enable agents to perform
additional sensing in situations where the agent incorrectly
believes it has achieved its goal (which can happen due a discrepancy between the true state and the agent’s state). This
allows agents to verify the conditions of their goal upon believing they have reached their goal. Given new observations,
if the goal is not achieved, the agent continues acting. Such
agents can vary the frequency at which they perform sensing, since they will continue acting following an incorrect assumption that they have reached their goal. The choice of
which facts of the state should be verified through sensing remain the same as those computed by the original informed
expectations.
Frequency refers to how often sensing should be performed
whereas expectations refer to what should be sensed. When
the number of expectations to check are numerous (such as
informed and state expectations), it is unlikely most of these
expectations will be violated at once. Therefore, sensing may
be able to occur less frequently, without significant hindrance
on performance. In this work, a frequency f = 1 signifies
the agent will perform sensing of informed expectations following each plan action. A frequency f = 2 signifies the
agent will perform sensing of informed expectations every 2
actions, and so forth for f = 2, 5, 10, 20. Whenever f > 1
holds, for every step that the agent is not performing sensing of the informed expectations, it will still check immediate
expectations to ensure each action is executed successfully.

The algorithm for a goal-driven autonomy agent using the
different kinds of expectations is given in [Dannenhauer et
al., 2016]. That algorithm includes a function for computing
expectations X(s, π) and gives five implementations of
this function (including immediate, informed and state as
informally defined in this section). We add the following
implementations:
X2 : informed expectations, frequency = every 2 actions
X5 : informed expectations, frequency = every 5 actions
X10 : informed expectations, frequency = every 10 actions
X20 : informed expectations, frequency = every 20 actions
X∞ : informed expectations only to be checked at time of
believed goal achievement
Whenever the system changes to pursue a goal g, if g has
not been tried before, the agent will reset the informed expectations. The agent will start accumulating expectations from
the first action achieving g. If g has been tried before and
a sequence of actions πg = a1 , a2 , ..., an had been executed
when pursuing goal g, informed expectations will be computed over πg . For example, suppose the agent begins pursuing some goal g1 and takes actions a1 , a2 , a3 then switches
to some other goal g2 and takes actions a4 , a5 . The expectations while the agent is pursuing goal g1 will be computed
from a1 , a2 , a3 while the expectations for pursuing goal g2
will be computed from a4 , a5 . If the agent switches back to
g1 and executes an action a6 then informed expectations are
computed over a1 , a2 , a3 , a6 .
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Experimental Evaluation and Results

We implemented the new expectations Xi in the Marsworld
domain from [Dannenhauer et al., 2016]. Marsworld is a
dynamic and partially observable simulated environment that
contains randomly located resources for an autonomous agent
to use in its pursuit of its goals. Marsworld-like domains have
been used in goal-reasoning literature before (see Mudworld
from [Molineaux and Aha, 2014] and a slightly different variation of Marsworld from [Dannenhauer and Muñoz-Avila,
2015]). The high-level task of the agent is to make a signal. A signal can be made by activating enough resources.
Here, goals are states that contain a minimum number of activated objects (i.e. beacons are activated by being turned on,
wood piles are activated by lighting them on fire, and flares
are activated if they are lit). So a goal requiring x resources
will be to have any x number of beacons activated, x number of flares lit, or x number of wood pile fires. As the agent
explores the environment, flares, beacons, and fires may become deactivated (fires and flares become extinguished by
wind, beacons may fail on their own). When fires or flares
become extinguished, they are no longer usable; beacons can
be re-activated if they were previously deactivated.
Here Marsworld is a 10 by 10 tiled grid populated with randomly placed beacons and wood piles (25 each) and the agent
starts with an inventory of 25 flares. A single tile will never
have more than one resource object, (an agent cannot drop a
flare when there is a beacon activated). There is a 35% chance
per action executed that a single beacon may become deacti-

vated if it is not already deactivated. Additionally, fires and
flares each have an independent chance (also 35%) of failure for a beacon, flare, or fire per action executed providing a
high level of dynamism. Each sensing action has a cost of 1.

Figure 1: Sensing Costs per Approach
Figure 1 shows the cumulative results of an agent over 100
randomly generated scenarios. Each agent achieves all of its
goals. The x-axis is the type of expectations that agent is
using (all agents are identical except for expectations). The
y-axis shows the percentage of maximum possible sensing
that was performed. Bars are divided into two colors, red
and blue, with red signifying the amount of sensing that was
done prior to the agent believing it reached its goal, and with
blue signifying the amount of sensing the agent performed to
verify its goal conditions were met. Goal sensing is only performed when the agent believes it reaches its goal but hasn’t
actually (hence informed does not require any goal sensing
costs).
The first two bars show the performance of agents using
None and Immediate expectations. Their behavior is as we
expected: no or minimal sensing is done prior to goal achievement, and as a result the agents spend most or all of their sensing costs checking to see their goal is actually achieved. The
third bar, which is the original informed expectations guarantees that the goal is always reached when the agent believes
it is reached, and this reduces sensing from immediate. We
hypothesized that at least some of the new approaches to expectations (X2 , X5 , X10 , X20 ) will reduce sensing and we
observe this to be true for X2 , X5 , and X10 . Agent using a
frequency of 20 (X20 ) is close to the original informed expectations and X5 performs best. These results show that varying
the frequency of sensing can reduce the overall sensing cost,
but the rate of sensing is important.
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Related Work

The guiding sensing problem was originally formulated
in [Dannenhauer et al., 2016]. In addition to the input
(Σ, s0 , G, c) as defined here, it included two more elements:
the partial states S that the agent could visit and a heuristic function φg : S → A that tells the agent which action
a to perform when it finds itself in partial state s and pursuing goal g. We feel that explicitly requiring the partial states
and control heuristic was unnecessary just like when defining

the STRIPS planning problem we do not need to provide the
collection of states or make any commitment of how plans
are generated. Additionally, in our new definition we add
Condition 4 requiring that the effects of the action executed
are checked with sensing actions. This was needed because
the original definition did not make any commitments about
when the sensing actions would be executed.
The problem of planning in dynamic environments
spawned contingency planning methods [Dearden et al.,
2003] in which agents plan for plausible events and conditions that may occur during plan execution. Conformant planning methods [Goldman and Boddy, 1996] generate plans
that are guaranteed to succeed given some strong assumptions
such as the a priori identification of all possible contingencies. Plan repair methods instead adapt a plan’s remaining
actions whenever the state conditions required to execute the
plan’s next action are not satisfied [Fox et al., 2006]. These
agents cannot change their goals, whereas GDA agents dynamically reason about which goals they should achieve or
modify.
Deterministic (STRIPS) planning assumes that actions
have a predetermined outcome [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971].
The result of planning is a sequence of actions that enable
the agent to achieve its goals. A Markov Decision Process
(MDP) is a frequently studied planning paradigm whereby
actions have multiple outcomes [Howard, 1960]. In MDPs,
solutions are found by iterating over the possible outcomes
until a policy is generated which indicates for every state that
the agent might encounter, what action to take that will enable
the agent to achieve its goals. A Partial Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) is an extension of MDP for planning when the states are partially observable [Kaelbling et al.,
1998]. In POMDPs, solutions are found by iterating over the
possible states that the agent believes itself to be in and the
possible outcomes of the actions taken on those states until
a policy is found. The GDA framework is general allowing
a variety of planning paradigms to be adopted as the planner
Π. GDA research has used both planning [Molineaux et al.,
2010] and MDP-based planning [Jaidee et al., 2012]. Also in
regard to POMDPs, the goal-sensing problem doesn’t assume
that the dynamics of the environment are known by the agent.
The general topic of combining planning and execution
has, of course, a long history [Goldman et al., 1996]. For
example, Sage will aim to plan as far as possible with the
known information and perform sensing when needed to advance the plan further [Knoblock, 1995]. There is a recurrent
interest on planning and execution as exemplified by the recent call for the actor view of planning [Ghallab et al., 2004].
Brenner and Nebel coined the term continual planning to refer to the integration of planning, execution and monitoring
[Brenner and Nebel, 2006]. In their work sensing actions are
defined by using variables that are allowed to be uninstantiated. So for example, the result of a sensing action changes
the status of a variable from undefined to a particular constant. An algorithm for asynchronous planning and execution monitoring is presented. Bonet and Geffner [Bonet and
Geffner, 2014] study the problem of contingent planning (i.e.,
generation of tree plan that accounts for all contingencies that
might occur during execution) and conformant planning (i.e.,

plans that are guaranteed to succeed regardless of the uncertainty in the environment) in belief states (i.e., the collection
of all states that are consistent with the current set of observations). Conformant [Goldman and Boddy, 1996] and
contingency [Pryor and Collins, 1996] planning are particularly useful in situations when the probability distributions
are not known and hence fall outside of the POMDP framework. Bonet and Geffner’s formalism use multi-valued variables and conditional effects to model uncertainty in the environment. Their results show that belief tracking (i.e., planning with belief states) is Turing-complete and propose an
approximation algorithm using factored representations.
An alternative to contingent and conformant planning in
dynamic environments is replanning [Shani and Brafman,
2011]. A plan is generated and when an execution failure is
encountered, a new plan is generated from the state where the
failure occurred. This has been extended for planning in belief states [Shani and Brafman, 2011]. The GDA framework
could adopt any of these planning paradigms for the planning
phase. In our work, our planning phase is reminiscent of replanning. The crucial characteristic of GDA is that the agent
can change its goals over time.
The representation of goals in partially observable environments that require exploration may need to be different than
in fully observable environments. [Talamadupula et al., 2010]
introduce the concept of Open World Quantifiable Goals used
in an urban search and rescue setting. In that work, humanrobot teams search for survivors in damaged buildings, and
because the number of survivors is not known ahead of time,
they use goal structures that award an agent a higher score for
rescuing more survivors while balancing a goal to survey an
area in a limited amount of time. For future work we would
like to explore the compatibility of Open World Quantifiable
Goals into these kinds of goal reasoning agents.
The goal selection operation can be performed in several
ways. For example, in the ICARUS architecture [Choi, 2011]
goal selection is based on the priority values assigned to the
goals, the values assigned are in the range 0 to 10, 0 signifies
that the goal has the least possible priority and 10 indicates
highest priority. In this work, we use a heuristic that chooses
the goal we are closest to achieving and do not consider priorities (as the focus of this work is on expectations).
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Conclusion and Future Work

Dynamic and partially observable environments present a
challenge for agents with sensing capabilities: how to maximize goal achievement while reducing sensing. Optimal
sensing can only be known in hindsight, a perfect solution
would involve an agent “magically” knowing what fact outside its view will change and then sense it immediately following that change. The solutions given in this paper improve
upon previous approaches for guiding sensing and reducing
overall sensing cost.
The specific contributions of this paper are: (1) a reformulation of the guiding sensing problem followed by a
complexity proof that the guiding sensing problem has a
lower-bound complexity of PSPACE-hard in Section 3, (2)
new approaches that vary the frequency of sensing, in order

to reduce overall sensing while still achieving goals, and (3)
empirical results showing the benefit from sensing.
While an optimal solution to minimal sensing is unavailable, it is our opinion that even further improvements can be
made from the new approaches described in Section 4. This
leaves multiple areas for future work, including:
• The results from Section 5 show that varying the frequency of sensing leads to reducing overall sensing
costs. However finding the best frequency rate is important. An agent with too sparse a frequency rate
(compared to how many actions it executes), may incur higher overall sensing because it fails to achieve its
goal too many times, leading to more overall sensing (as
is the case with X1 0 and X2 0 in Figure 1). A future
approach could be to use a reinforcement-learning like
technique to decide to sense a particular condition of a
state with some probability correlated to how much time
has passed since the agent last sensed that condition.
• We would like to examine the relationship between the
rate of change (dynamism) of the environment and the
ideal frequency of sensing. We hypothesize that the
more dynamic the environment, the more important that
the frequency is smaller.
• We would like to consider a model of sensing costs that
is non-uniform, such that some sensing actions have a
higher cost than others (i.e. the farther away an object is
from the agent, the more expensive it is to sense). Perhaps the cost of a particular action should be considered
in deciding whether to perform that sensing action in order to minimize overall sensing cost.
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